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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Timber Creek Outdoors Introduces Carbon Fiber AR Accessories Line at SHOT Show
2022

Springfield, OR (January 18, 2022) – Timber Creek Outdoors is excited to announce the
expansion of their AR accessories with carbon fiber AR accessories and the introduction of the
EnforcerCF line – the next building block for materials in the evolution MSRs.

The American-made AR-15 parts are a unique blend of aluminum and molded carbon fiber,
resulting in lightweight components that allow for greater muzzle control and increased target
acquisition. The EnforcerCF line consists of three new products including a 15” handguard, pistol
grip, and buffer tube. The parts will be sold as individual components or as a 13-piece
EnforcerCF build kit.

EnforcerCF 15” Handguard:
Strong and lightweight, the EnforcerCF handguard weighs 6.2 ounces and is approximately 30%
lighter than the aluminun Enforcer UL handguard. With superior heat disbursement, the
EnforcerCF handguards are not only great for competition use, but for any shooter looking for a
handguard that won’t overheat after multiple shots. Compatible with standard mil-spec AR15
uppers. Requires low-profile gas block. Additional handguard lengths are already in
development.

EnforcerCF Pistol Grip:
The EnforcerCF Grip is a drop-in replacement that mounts to any standard mil-spec lower
received. Weighing in at 4.5 ounces, it won’t add any unnecessary weight. Anodized plates that
are compatible with standard 1911 plates can be easily changed out to update or adjust  colors.

EnforcerCF Buffer Tube:
The EnforcerCF Buffer Tube is a 6-position milspec carbine buffer tube replacement.
At just 3.2 ounces, the EnforcerCF buffer tubes are approximately 15% lighter than standard
buffer tubes.

“We are so excited about the addition of the Carbon Fiber accessories to our Enforcer line.”
commented Tyler Tiller, CEO for Timber Creek Outdoors “We are always looking for new and
exciting ways to push the envelope in terms of looks and enhanced performance of MSRs.
These Carbon Fiber accessories are the perfect combination of the two.”



The EnforcerCF line is available in the same 10 great colors as the aluminum Enforcer line that
Timber Creek has become known for. Visit booths 44160 and 43960 at SHOT Show to see the
products in person.

About Timber Creek Outdoors:
Established in 2015, Springfield, Oregon-based Timber Creek Outdoors, Inc is family-owned
and operated with more than 50 years of experience in the outdoor industry. Known for its
high-quality AR accessories backed by a lifetime warranty, Timber Creek is expanding their
product lines to other shooting sports and hunting accessories.
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